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Chavez ·assails ''Big AgricUlturalists"
leader ..•" and a " ...man non-violent in he, together with his family in 1937, left
John Wettotein
nature." "Without his gre~t sacrifices," the farm, which was lost to a bank because
Snow did not stop Ceear Chavez and his Ross said," it would not have been able to of the depression, to become a migrant
worker. Chavez told how he began to fight
United Farm Workers ·from appearing at continue."
the Lettuce Boycott Rally held Friday, Feb.
Olgha Sandman, Chairwoman of Day- for better conditions (90% have no sink,
16, at Zimmer Auditorium of the Univer- ton Citizens for United Farm Workers, led · 96% have no showers, 18% no electricity acsity of Cincinnati. The bus:ear caravan, those attending the rally in songs of the cording to 1969 USDA figures), and pay
(average farm worker income is $2200 in.
which started at the Mexican border on a UFW.
Calif.). At this
ten day tour across the country to New
Upon· entering the au~torium, Chave~
York City and which was traveling from
Chicago to Cincinnati, encountered snow. was greeted by a roar of applause and
Subsequently, the bus broke down; and Ce- signs as well as support declaring banners
sar Chavez left the 70 strikers travelling bearing the black eagle, the symbol of the
with him and sped on to reach the·U.C. United Farm Workers.
The program continued with Chavez
rally.
being
introduced by Melinda· Faulkner,
While the capacity crowd waited for ChaPresident
of the Wesley Foundation, Univez they were entertained by folk songs of
of Cincinnati. The Wesley Foundala~r heros, justice, and Urban solidarity. versity
tion made the rally possible by securing
Jane Schulte, Chairwoman of Cincinnati the auditorium.
Citizens for United Farm Workers, conIn intorducing Chavez, Schulte ·said that
ducted the rally as M.C. and introduced
the struggle of the farm workers brought to
Episcopal Bishop John Krumm. Bishop
her mind a quote: "I believe that finally
Krumm gave the invocation.
one must take one's own life into one's own
Ray Ross, director UAW Distri!)t 2A, wel- arms." Schulte explained that this quote
comed the Farm Workers in the name of states what the farm workers have done in
Labor. He explained that the late Walter organizing their own Union.
Reuther, Past President of the UAW, was
Upon taking the ~peaker's stand, Cesar
an early supporter of Chavez and that he
Chavez thanked everyone who made the
bad gone to Delano, Calif. to help lead a
rally possible and those who have be~n
grape'strike. In his remarks, Ross further
carrying on the struggle of the UFW m
labeled the UFW fil{ht "This most noble
cause for humanity." He called Chavez· Ohio.
As a small child, Cesar Chavez said that
" ... a spiritual leader as well as a labor
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Student Volunteers dying;
Program Jle~~!!~-!.!~onc.m.

by John Lechleiter ·
News Staff Reporter
The Student Volunteer Services (SVS) at
Xavier, beset by a combination of student
apa~hy and poor leadership, is at a low ebb
as an organization. Formerly, the SVS encompassed at least five independent programs and several eommunity sponsored
·-ones. Only the Appalachia and Millv~e
volunteer programs are presently operative
to any extent, and these programs manage
to function independently of the parent
group.
Much of the downfall of the SVS in the.
past year can be attributed to poor student
response. A tutoring program at St. Mark's
grade school met with initial success, but
then failed due to a gradual loss of interest
on the part of those involved. The volunteer programs ai~ng children and adolescents at Longview have met with similar
·fates. However, both of these programs
were also victims of poor leadership on the
part of their respective hads and also of
minimal efforts on the part of the overall
SVS leadership to revitalize them.
Transportation to at least two of the volunteer programs has been provided free of
charge by· the Red Cross wider an agreement reached last year. It was assumed, in
turn, that Xavier would provide volunteers
for several Red Cross programs, notably
project FIND. Under this program, volunteers make initial contact with many elderly persons in order to ensure that they
are receiving maximum Social Security
benefits.
Xavier has participated to some degree
iri the program this year. However, the recruiting of these volunteers was due to the
efforts of Mount St. Joseph students, after
the Xavier SVS had supposedly been.
unable to find anyone interested.
The two programs which are succeeding,
Appalachia and Millvale, have been firmly
established for some time. They are run in
conjunction with the Mount and Edgecliff,
and, at least in the Millvale·program, include primarily holdovers from previous
years as participants. An after school recreation program has recently been initated
at Burton School in Avondale, but only under the initiative of Sr. Ellen Frankenberg
and the Kidday staff, and not that of the

svs.

~

.

Although the SVS has its own car, its
availability throughout the year has been
questionable at bf!st. The car was obtained

mittee of the Cincinnati Archdiocese,
along with a personal. donation, with the
stipulation that it be used only for volunteer work. While ihe Appalachia program
uses the car every Saturday, other volunteer workers are seldom able to use it. This
is primarily due to the fact that the SVS
leadership has assumed almost exclusive
personal use of the car. As a result, the car
has not been available for use for students
whishing to visit Donnie Flowers, an invalid, or to do work for the St. Vicent De
Paul Society, to mention a few.
(Continued on page 5)

succeeded in building the first Farm Work·
ers Union not to be destroyed by Agribusi·
ness (lettuce alone is a $273 million year
business) owners. He also· explained the
trip be and 70 oth~ strikers are maki~g
across the nation, and he expressed h1s.
happiness at the great deal of support the
Union is getting.

B.U.G.S. votes .to extend
Pass-fail course options
by Dennis C. King .
Editor-in-Chief

curriculum, were taking it pass-fait This
.motion was defeated.
The same motion, however, was reintroduced by Rev. Walter Bado, S.J., Assistant
Professor of Philosophy, and by Rev. John
N. Felten, S.J., Dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences, at the Board meeting of February H. The motion was again rejected.
Another recommendation followed: that
only six hours of a student's total hours
could be taken on the pass-fail basis, but
that these six hours be unrestricted. A stu-.
dent member of the committee offered an
amendment to the motion which sought
permission for twelve unrestricted hours of
the student's load being taken on a passfail basis. Both these motions were also rejected.

The Board of Undergraduate Studies
voted last week to expand the pre8ent passfail option; the new university policy will
become effective for the Fall ilemePter of
'73. The Board of Undergraduate Studies
has approved a motion which grants Juniors and· Seniors the option of taking
twelve hours, or ten per cent of the student's total graduating hours, on a pass.fail basis, with no more than six hours on
a pass-fail basis in their major or the business core. No courses in the Military Science program may be taken pass-fail.
The final motion was a modified version
of several other proposals which had come
before the committee and failed to be approved. The original motion proposed, in
The version of the motion, as it appeared
effect, that all pass-fail courses be restricted to free electives. This motion arose in its final form, restricted six of the twelve
because of complaints issued by faculty hours that may be taken on a pass-fail
members that a majority of students, tak- basis~ The motion passed by a vote of 9 for,
ing a specific course required ~n the core 0 against, and 1 abstention.

Students explain intern program
by Dennis C. King
Editor-in-Chief
In a News interview last Thursday, Mr.
Leon Henderson and Miss Michael Baskett, both students at Xavier, explained
their involvement last semester in a twophase internship program in Clarksdale,
Mississippi.
Both students volunteered for participation in the program, which is under the direction of the Office of University and Urban Affairs and structured for sociology
and education majors.
The first phase of the program, which extended from late August to mid-October involved teacher assistance at Immaculate
Conception School in Clarkesdale. The
twenty-five year old missionary parish
school is under the direction of the Sisters
of the Blessed Virgin Mary with the assistance of a Missionary priest from Holland,
sent by the Jackson Diocese. Because of a
comparitively low tuition rate and limited
resources, the predominately black school
must suppliment its faculty with community members, student teachers from colleges and universities in out-lying areas,
and from internship programs. Full-time
faculty wages range from $20 plus room
and board to $100 per week. Participants
in the intern programs pay their own ex·
penses.
In addition to counseling the boys in
grades 9-12 and coaching the basketball
team, Leon Henderson assisted in the
teaching of courses in Afro-American history, Afro-American literature and Sociology. Miss Baskett counseled the girls in
grades 9-12 while assisting in Afro-J\meri-

can history, Psychology ancl Biology;
During the second phase of the program,
Leon and Michael did intensive research in
the city of Clarksdale and the Coahom~t
County, Mississippi area. "The purpose of
the study;'' explained Baskett, "was to
supply a basis for a continuem of the internship program." Among many others, the

two interviewed educators, civil servants,
clergy, politicians, businessmen and youth
counselors in the area to develop what they
called ''a focal point or broad perspeciive
of the social dynamics of the community."
It wss hoped that such a report compiled
from the research would aid future interns.
(Continued on page 5)

Xavier officials nix rumors;
·Maintain that stadium is sound
by Frank Landry
News Editor
A rumor that the'City of Cincinnati had ·
recently warned Xavier about the structurally unsafe conditions of its football stadium circulated this campus last week. Allegations that the Dana Avenue side of
Corcoran Field has become unsafe because
of erosion from the hill in that location
have been termed false by University officials.
According to unsubstantiated reports,
the City's warning included an order that
the university insert a retainer wall between the Dana-side hill and the stadium
wall. Rumors estimated the cost of such a
major reno.Jation to be ·approximately
$250,000.
In a rQcent interview, Mr. James
McCafferty, Athletic Director of Xayier
University, refuted all such rumors and
.stated that, .to the b~st of his knowledge,

the City has never said anything regarding the stadium's architecture. McCafferty
also noted that, in mid-August ~f last year,
a similar rumor about the Dana-side
stands gained popular attention. That rumor also proved false. "Every year such rumors crop up," McCafferty said, "One
year, the whole stadium had been condemned."
·
Mr. Irvin F. Beumer, Vice-President for
Business and Finance, ·when confronted
with the rumor, a'lso replied, "That isn't so;
every year we make repairs according to
insurance company inspection requirements and fire regulations."
Beumer continued to say that needed repairs are made during the spring and sum·
mer through budget allotments. Beumer
assured the News that "no part of the sta·
dium is unsafe," and· that "there is no order we_h.ave not, complied with."
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Rudolf to conduct Sy01phony
Max Rudolf, Music Director Erne- virtuosity as a child prodigy might Orchestra Women's Committee will
ritus of the Cincinnati Symphony award him some commiBBions. Fi- conduct its annual Treasure Aisle,
Orchestra, will conduct an ali-or-· nally, Jean Le Gros, conductor of a sale of specially donated items.
ch~tral concert in Music Hall on the Concert Spirituel, asked him Among the "treasures" will be artiFnday, February 23, at 11:00 AM for a new symphony. The result cles contributed by some of Cincinand Saturday, February 24, at 8:30 was a work perfectly suited to the nati's favorite conductors - Max
PM. This concert marks Mr. Ru- Pairisian taste - sparkling, witty, Rudolf, Thomas Schippers, Erich
dolf's 50th anniversary of con- and full of contrasts. Although the Kunzel, Carmon DeLeone, Leonard
ducting. He will include in the pro- "Paris" Symphony was an artistic Bernstein and James Levine.
g r a m t h e 0 v e r t u r e t o success, it was a personal disaster, Doors open on Friday at 9:00 AM,
Mendelssohn's "A· Midsummer for Mozart earned no money for his and at 7:30PM on Saturday.
Night's Dr~am" w~ch was part of effort and his mother died shortly Concert tickets are available, $3
the ~epertoue for ~s very first pro- after the work was premiered.
to $7, at the Symphony Box Office,
-fess1onal conducting appearance Like the "}»aria" Symphony, the 29 West Fourth Street, Phone 381February 21, 1923. Mr. ~udolf, then Overture to "A Midsummer Night's 2660. Tickets may also be pur~0 r:ar~
~~d ~nd .~s~s~nt ;onf
Dream" was written by a very chased at the Music Hall Box Of0
e ~Clped to ea de 0 t .young man. Mendelssohn was only f i c e a n h o u r b e f o r e t h e
uc.br
Fre1 urg, was as8lgn
con uc 17 h h ·
d hi
k
~
·
· 1 t · 'd t I
· t
w en e compose t s wor as penormances.
th e comp
e e mc1 en a mus1c o
·
d t to b 1 db h' ·
"A M'd
N' ht' Dr
..
a p1ano ue
e p aye y 1s s1s1 summer lg s earn ·
ter and himself on a Sunday eveHalf a century seems to be the· ning concert in his father's rashbeginning for the vigorous Mr. Ru- i 0 nab I e Be r I in h 0 me 9
dolf. Since his retirement from the Mendelssohn's Overture is "propost of Cincinnati Symphony Mu- gram music" in that it reflects the
sic Director in 1969, he has been fantasy, humor, and romance of "Treasure Aisle" sponsored by
Head of .the Opera
. Department and
. Shakespeare's "A Midsummer the Women •s c omm1'ttee of th e c·mfo~~u:mf ~elll_ln~ ;~~h~ f~s Night's Dream". He captured the cinnati Symphony orchestra will
Ins 1d~'ti o tou~ m
a ·~·f.Ja. play's mood so well that, 16 years be held in Music Hall, FridaY., Feb~ ~ ~ o~ R ~ ~f.po:;:'l 11 ~ 8 later, when Mendelssohn was com- ruary 24th, beginning at 9:00A.M.
a '! teds, Arrti
.. ti'! oAdts. e nfewthy missioned to write incidental music It will be held also on Saturday,
appom
s c
V1sor o
e for Shakespeare's work, the lyrical February 24th, at 7:00 P.M.
Dallas Symphony Orchestra. Mr. little piano duet could be dusted off ·
. .
.
· Rudolfremains in great demand as and used to great effect as the Th1s 1s an opport'!mty to pura guest conductor of the major or- Overture.
chase treasures of sliver, c~ma,
chestras and· won great praise for
.
.
. .
copper, brass, pewter, furniture,
his performance with the Cincin- Followmg mtermts~on, Mr. Ru- art, and jewelry. There are many
and the CSO w1ll perform unusual and outstanding ob;ects
. New. y ork' s Car- dolf
Dati Symphony m
B h
, Th' d S
h
.
•
negie Hall last month.
e~t oven 8
1r.
ym~ ony which should appeal to the whole
.
.
.
. which brought great mnovations to Xavier Community. Many articles
· Dunng
. h1B 11 years W1th the Cm.. orchestral wr1't1'ng • st1'rred con - can b e pure h ase d wh'1ch are no t
ClDDati Symphony, Mr. Rudolf 10-. troversy among historians stimu- ail bl 1 h
--.l h
·
d numberofcon- Ia ted volumes of scholarly
•
av . a e e. sew.. ere.
creaaeu
t es1zean
certs of the orche~tra; instituted analysis, and continues to provide· .w ~ are ~ust1f1ably proud of our
several new educational programs;. enchanting listening for symphony ?mClnnati ~~phony Orchestr~.
led the Orchestra on a 10 week goers. There is a much-debated leg- 'Tre~ure. Aisle adds another diworld tour under the auspices of end which asserts that Beethoven mens1on m our efforts to ensure
the U.S. State Department and a admired Napoleon Bonaparte and that the ~incinnati SY_Jnphony Orfour week European tour; and en- intended to dedicate this Sym- ches~a ~be finan~ally abl~ to
tered an exclusive long-~rm con- phony to him, but later decided ~ntinue 1ts outstancl~ng. con~butract with Decca Recorda.
that Bonaparte was a tyrant and tion to the people o~ Cmcmnati.
From 1945 to 1958, Max Rudolf changed the inscription to read, If anyone· desires further inforgained world fame as conductor "To honor the memory of a great mation concerning this event
and artistic administrator of the man". The title became "Sinfonia please call the Symphony Office
Metropolitan Opera. He is also a Eroica;' an,d it is universally be- 241-8121 or Mrs. Joseph H. Goldnoted teacher and his textbook lieved that the composer himself camp, 281-5437.
"The Grammar of Conducting", is was the "hero".
·
·
one of the most widely used music The Third sym'phony was begun
Edgecliff College
texts..
in 1802 when Beethoven was just
presents
Mr. Rudolf' and the Orchestra coming to grips with the inevitawill open the February 23-24 con- bility of his deafness and he was
certs with Mozart's "Paris" Sym- desolate. In facing this tragedy the
phony (No. 31 in D Major), written composer was determined to carry I
when the composer was only 22 on, explore "new roads" in his i
a comic and terrifying
years old and burdened with sup- work, and rise t.oove his affliction.
porting his !lestitute family. Young It is Beethoven's type of courage
theatre piece
Mozart and his mother had trav- and strength which shine through
February 23-25
elled from Mannheim to Paris hop- the "Eroica".
ing that some of the wealthy pa- · Before, during, and after the inMarch 1-3
trona who had been tremendously termission ofthe Bebruary 23-24
$1.50 ID - 961-4570
impressed by Mozart's keyboard .~oncerts, the Cincinnati Symphony
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ON CAMPUS
)

McGRATH HEALTH CENTER
The Mobile X-ray Unit will be on the Xavier campus, in front of Alter Hall, on Wednesday,- February 21, 1973 from 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
This is an opportunity to get a free annual chest x-ray and everyo~e is
urged to take advantage of it.
·

ATHENEAUM

.

Today is the deadline for applications for the position of .Editor-i~
Chief of the Atheneaum. Anyone interested should contact. Bill Ker~n
or a member of the Publications Committee. Also anyone mtere.sted m
working with the Athenea\}m staff this year should contact Btll Kerwin.

Treasure Aisle

DAMON'S
BARBER SHOP
NORWOOD PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
NO WAITING
P.HONE: 631-9572

Jewei,Y stores don't
admit diamond rings
'should. be-designed.,
by customers.
Their reasons are simple. Rings are easy to
display, easy to compare, and very easy to sell
-to the uninformed customer.

·~he_Empire
Builders

At Zeff, we think customers should select their
diamond and mounting separately. Our reasons
are less simple.·
The mounting is only a fraction of the total cost.
It should be considered for style.
The diamond is the major expense. Its value is
determined by four features: weight {size),
color, clarity and cut. A small diamond with
perfect clarity may actually cost .more than a
·larger one with poor color.
1/4carat 113
perfect
keepsake
starflre
deluxe

••
•

$400

$550

$700

·•:

:e:

t!J

$300

$425

$575

•:

:e:

f.}

$250

$325

$425

••

:e:

'·:..,..
~---~

'·:.....*''

;''

Our diamof1dS are displayed so that their
features, and their prices, ·can easily be ·
compared. You determine the size, quality and
price of your di_amond, then combine it with ..
any style mounting you prefer .
. At Zeff, the choice is yours. Not a jeweler's.

Zef'f'··.·

.

· Friendly feelings and the great
taste of
.
Coca-Cola. That's the way 1t should be.

...

diamond
center

. • H's the real thing. CQke.
.

DOWNTOWN, 605 RACE

.

621-0704

SWIFTON SHOPPING CENTER
WESTERN HILLS PLAZA

731-1 BOO

661-6911

. GENEROU-S DISCOUNTS TO ALL XAVIER STUDENTS
Botti£~. ~~9~~.-!!.'P authority uf 'I he Co..: a ~?~2!!T~;L~~~~';I"11__C .c.ocn-Cola ~~t!.li.ng :v~~~k~ ~on;pa~y: ~i~~i~~'Jt.i"~ ~

........ .
~~'i!f.,.~~u'".I!W~lt~..·;r~.;=:.t..-~..""'S...-.:r:.o:::...:=-~~:;:t';:"!":=t;:::zt:;.:'"~~~"=a:~-=~.::r;;:,;::..:=-=::=:e.-.!!!-,..,..._- - - 1

·

... -···---A"N'o F= A"c'ui.:Yv MEMBER-s" · -- ·

·
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ON CAMPUS
ACM·
"Applications of Computer Simulation to Business Decisions" will

1M: presented by Thomas Kloecker, Systems Analyst for General Electric. Co., on Tuesday, February 27, 1973 at 8 P.M. Watch for announcements for location.
·
·
STATISTICS
WOMENS INTERCOLLEGIATE BASKETBALL
AT BEREA COLLEGE, BEREA; KENTUCKY
THURSDAY EVENING, FEB. 15
SEASON RECORD: 1·0 (Opening Game)
FINAL SCORE: 29-17 Xavier
The Berea girls broke out in front 7-0 after 4 minutes, 15 seconds of
first quarter. Xavier closed to within 8-5 at the close of the first quarter. Xavier led 16-13 at the half.
Xavier's 1-3-1 zone defense completely shut down Berea's offense in
the second half. Berea failed to score in the third period as Xavier ·
opened its lead to 25-13. Both teams emptied their benches in the
fourth quarter as Xavier won 29-17. Xavier was able to convert only 5
of 19 free throw attempts but shot 27.9% from the field while Berea hit
only 12.7% against Xavier's tight zone.
(News photo by S. Kun11th)

XAVIER SCORING
FGA

FG

FT

TOTAL

.13
1
0
0

3.
0
0
0
3
0
0
8
5

0
0
0
0
2
0
0
2
1

10
0
0
0

0
1
14
8

5
0
0
0
2
0
0
4
1

43

12

19

5

29

Ernst
Fine
Forde
Healy
Hellmann
Hill
Marino
Rusche
Young

Scoring by Quarters:

6.

Xavier
Berea

FTA

1 2 3
-5 11 9
8

5

0

Intramurai Advisory Board Hembers (Top, 1 tor):
John O'Brien, ~eorge Soos, Tim Teahan, (Seated, 1 tor):
Julie Trausch, Marcia Rusche, Anne Ernst, Dot O'L7ary an~
BooBoo Totten. Hissing when the photo \·Tas taken ~s H1 D~rectOJ
Tony Brueneman and Doug HcGrath.

6

0
0
10
3

4
4'
4

29
17

. Meet a new friend
with an old problem.
•:;.

· Give a hoot!

. Don't pollute.
Join Woodsy.
Give a hoot. Don't pollute.
Work out ways to

make wastes useful.
(News photo by S. Kunath)

Featured at halftime of the st. Bonaventure home game was
xavier Women's Drill Team. They will appear again at the
February 20 home g~e.

ASK
....and you shall receive. Receive what? Answers to questions on Xavier sports of
course. ·All this and more on
WVXU'a "Sports Chatter"
. with Tom Stevena and XU
Sports Information Director
Bill Miller. Address questions
to WVXU Sports, Alter Suite
11 or phona 745-3542 Thurs· ·
days at 3:30 p.m.
More sports all the time on
the new FM 91.

·.Naturally light
and

I ', ' .wiL.us SIMMONs· · ·
.

·..

'i'YPINGt SERViCE

.2722 Glendora Ave. 281-·7155
Typing St&~dent Papers,
·Author MS.
Cell By Ap~ointment On!y.

EARN TOP MONEY!
Part time promoting student
travel. Call or Write (include
your phone no.): (212) 831-9057
The American Student
Travel Center
330 East 91st St., .Suite 3F,
New York, N.Y. 10028
•' {' 1 . '

·J
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the xavier news ·

Editor-in-Chief ................................. Dennis C. Ki~g
Managing Editor ................................... Bill Quinn
News Editor .................................... Frank Landry
. Moderator ....................... Rev. Thomas G. Sa-vage, S.J.
Bwiiness Manager ..................... ·............ Jack Jeffre
'·Financial Advisor ..................... : ... Mrs. Mary Lou Gist
. The Xavier New• is the official student newspaper of Xavier University. The
writings, articles, layout, pictures and format are the responsibility of the Editors
and do not necessarily represent the views of the Administration, Faculty and
Students of Xavier unless ezplicit/y stated. Xavier University subscribes to the
principle of responsible freedom of expression for our student editors and such
freedoms are protected by "The Joint Statement on Rights and Freedoms of Students
for Xavier University."
.

Opinion
Page

The Xavier News is published weekly during
the school year except during vacation and examination. periods by Xavier University, Hamilton·
County, Evanston, Cincinnati, Ohio 45207. $5.00
per year. Entered as second class matter Oc.tober 4,
1946 at the Post Office of Cincinnati, Ohio under
the Act of March 3, 1879. utters should be
addressed to the Editor and mailed to the News
. in care of the Xavier University Center.

Don't Buy No.-.-Union LeHuce
The Xavier News stronly urges. that Xa·
A primary example is child iabar, a con·
vier's Food Service Department buy only cept which in industry was eliminated during
United Farm Workers' lettuce. The only rec- the time of the late Gov. Alfred E. Smith of
ognized companies bearing the union label ··New York in the late 1920's. Child labor
of .the UFW at the present time are: among agricultural workers persists to this
D'Arrigo Bros. of California, Mel Finerman day. Indeed, according to the U.S. Senate
Company, Freshpict foOds, Inc., Inter Har- Subcommittee on Migratory labor, one out
vest Inc., George A. lucas & Sons, and Pan· of every three farm workers (BOO,OOO) is a
dol & Sons.
child. Furthermore, there currently exists no ·
The lettuce boycott sponsored by Cesar federal legislation against agricultural child
Chavez and his United. Farm Workers is labor.
geared to create public awareness of the
The plight of the farmworker, however,
plight of migrant farm workers throughout cannot be told wholly in figures. Admittedly,
the United States. Whether the lettuce boy- one must experience the struggle firsthand;
cott can financially bring the agricultural for figures mec;m little to those afflicted. At
"big business" structure to its knees remains the present time, farmworkers earn on· the
to be seen. The true success of Cesar Cha- average $55 per week for a family of four.
vez and his UFW lettuce boycott thus far lies Consider that they pay the same increasing
in its ability to educate the American public grocery, ciothes, ·and doctor bills as do the
to the numbe.r of injustices that still exist more affluent. In addition, .lettuce workers
among portions of th~ labor force in our who are not under UFW contract received
country. In short, the lettuce boycott exists as on the average a penny and a half for
a symbol as well as a sanction, a symbol of each head of lettuce cut. The constant
a crying need within our own times.
drudgery of the ten hour day multiplied

.

·

ma~ times from c.hildh~od ~ombined with a

~:s•c

Ia! of me~·~:l a•d y•eld an average
e exp aocy 0
years.
Under Chavez, the UFW has aided in set·
ting up union medical clinics to alleviate
these deficiencies. Additionally,.UFW has.effected the banning of DDT and Parathion
-· highly poisonous to workers - under its
contract.
But more must be achieved. The average
income for seasonal farm workers is curreotly only $1307. In addition, average per
capita medical expenditures for.. migrants is
a mere $7.50 compared to the national 9V·
· erage of $200.
In light of these and other more poignant
facts, the Xavier News urges that all members of the Xavier community, and in particular Xavier's Food Service Department
cast aside any preconceived notions, become better aware of the problem, and
·help the migrant workers in their fight to
earn a decent and deserved working wage
by supporting the lettuce boycott.

·

1
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When in Doubt, Pass
In the. St. Valentine's Day meeting minutes
of the Board of Undergraduate Studies,
which used to be known as the Academic
Council, affectionately nicknamed Bugs,
one, if one is interested, assuming, of
course, one can read, that is, committee
meeting minutes with their woof-warped
syntax and their whereas-thereas logic, 'their
plenasms and tautology too, once one transcends the immediate thrill of inhaling mimeograph fluid, may read:. "Juniors and Seniors may take on a pass-fail basis 12 hours
or ten percent of the total hours presented
for graduation, but tf·ay may not #alee more
than 6 hours on a pass-fail basis in their major or the business core .and may not take
any pass-fail courses in the Military Science
program."

(EDITORIAL)

where it could successfully be implemented.
The pass-fail system, no. matter how partial,· was originally introduced at Xavier to
permit sincere students more freedom to
learn. In this perspective, its validity may .be
defended. One of the better explicit justifications for. a pass-fail system of any sort is
that it encourages the "limited" (who isn't)
student to atte.mpt more challenging
courses, which he might otherwise avoid.
Since, however, higher education across the
nation .has been well focused on the clapper-hinge of the great American bell-curve,
this need has become al.most non-existent.
One of the better implicit justifications for a
pass-fail system is that it liverates the student from uncletomming the ideosyncratic
prejudices of certain professors. Hopefully,
however, this need also remains rare.

Whereas: Xavier's partial pass-fail system
has already been subjected to several critiIn practice, nevertheless, the pass-fail syscisms as to its beneficiality in fostering aca- tem has fostered as many, if not more,
.demic excellence;
abuses as the rigid grading system which it
Whereas: Xavier's student body is not rek- sought to correct or complement. Most
nowned for its intellectual self-motivation;
frequently, I fear, the primary intentions beWhereas: Although rejected by the Com- hind a student's scribbling an asterisk and
mittee, Fr. Babo and Fr. Felten had moved S/U on his registration cards are either to
that the pass-fail option be limited to free duclc or to re-calce a course. That is, certain
unavoidable courses (i.l., core curriculum or
lectives;
courses in one's major) have gained the repWhereas: Strange things have been
utation of being bears; some future-conknown to happen on St. Valentine's Day;
scious clais-goers would just as soon avoid
Whereas: The Military Science program's the day of judgment, even when ther~ may
teachers, although they may have been Ro-· be few doubts as to the justice of the given
man tribunes in another karma, are.no teacher's power of assessment; from this
longer priviliged with sacrosanctity;
egg· hatches the fine art of ducking. On the
Whereas: Bugs. itself has expressed sec· other hand, as everyone knows, the de·
and-thoughts concerning this new policy in mands of certain classes are so slight that
that they called for subsequent review of its they encouragle less; faced with such tempeffects.
·
tation, many students opt to ice the cake, as
Therefore: Be it recognized that Bugs's it were - in this way, the minimum becomes
latest innovations in Xavier's pass-fail policy literally negligible. Now, the possibility of
truly blow an uninspired bugle, although actualizing these none too laudable inyou will notice the Committee's fine use of li- tentions has been extended to include at
totes in their expression "not more than 6 least part (probably,· the most d.ifficult part)
of.the study to which one will dedicate. one's
hours."
·
. life, heart and soul, more or less.
I do not question the sterling motivation
But, it is a little late for .Adam to spit out .
behind the arguments of those who advocate expansion of a pass-fail system at Xa- the apple, so every system, of education or
vier. I only with that they might be a bite . whatever, will be subject to abuses. I have
-~ore cynical in their estimation of X.U. on witnessed the use of inany academic systhe Parkway, or that they be quite radically tems, and I reta.in my doubts about them all.
thorough in their approach and then go Systems will never replace quality. With a
~e~k _ a . college of intellectual archangels ~ood teacher, dedicated . students_ and. a

mi'nimum of outside interference, little
should go wrong in the learning process.
The core of Xavier's difficulties rests primarily in .its faculty and student admission standards. other academic debates remain but '
corrolarie~ of an, as yet, unsettled. postulate
concerning Xavier's prime, intellectual matter.
-B.Q.

Drug Education
Probably ·the most successful approach
short of adopting a Big Brother Surveillance
System would be to continue· and intensify
the already existing drug education program on the campus. Hopefully, such a program would lead most students away from
drugs but for those who insist they know
what's best, it may also serve as an informative experience by which they might avoid
getting "hooked."
No pusher enjoys the prospect of inconsistent sales. Marijuana, because . it is not
physically addictive, could never provide the
guaranteed income he desires and, consequently, often becomes. the carrier of a
more dangers drug which is addictive. The
pusher often hopes to sell a customer grass
one week and have him converted to his
heavier wares by the following week.
Until the day when Marijuana is legalized
and inspected by the Government as are
the other equally dangerous but socially ac·
ceptab.le drugs, the common user ·of grass
become increasingly skeptical of what he's
getting. Too often he g~t·s more than he
bargained for.
The Safety-Security Office has one of the
finest drug education kits available for
educational use in the city and this campus
should use it to greater advantage. If such-a
kit was displayed more widely and students
became more familiar with the various types
of drugs, chances are there would be fewer
users but, more importantly, the chance of
serious addiction and overdose might be
eliminated.
I.
. '.
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More Must be Said _on Abortion

Editor:

·
ma!ure delivery. What woman would be as willing to
In your last issue, the matter of the Supreme Court. dehver the baby and then slaughter it? Or is the abort·
ruling on abortion was discussed; and as you stated, ing bearable only when the woman thinks of the fetus
"more must be said." This letter is meant to bring a few as an unnecessary growth in her orgonism, something
more aspects of the situation to mind. The general pub- she cannot see nor feel?
4 0
f th
·
lie has consented to, and condoned this practice of
· ne o
e ·major proposals in Congress for the le. abortion for various reasons, especially in keeping with . galization of abortion was inspired by the Women's Libthe current trends in our society today.
erationists - that the woman should have the right to
We have traveled a rough road seeking peace, govern her body as she chooses, in all aspects. Women
brotherhood, the ends to· wars,. and equal opportunity have that right at the time of conception of the un·
for all Americans, yet we have so much further to go to wanted child; this decision should then be protected,
achieve our goals. Unfortunately, I fear that the Su· and should not be reversible. There are dozens of medipreme Co~rt ruling on abortion will prove to be a major cally safe, satis~actory contraceptive mea.sures designed
setback to our past achievements, and to all our future to prevent the union. of the two cells. An unwanted
· effOrts to better America. The Supreme Court has not pregnancy is often the result of sheer neglect to use
only neglected, but has refused to consider several ma· women's rights at the proper time. And even then, the
number of wanted children has always exceeded the
ior points that I would like to explain:
1. Most importantly, that God is the sole Being with unwanted, which leaves adoption a final alternative.
the right to give and to take aviay the life and sould of
5. In cases of rape or incest, most doctors will perform .
a human· being.
a D and C within twenty-four hours. provided that simple
2. The so-called "validation" for abortion in the first ~edical tests are ~aken to prove the case. The justificatrimester of pregnancy was based on the idea that tion for the D and C is that the embryo (united sperm
medical professionals are unable to determine when ac· and ovum) cannot develop unless implanted in the nourtual life begins~ Conception is the process of a living, ishing lining of the uterus. This usually takes from
mobile sperm ceU uniting with a livin.g, mobile ovum; twenty-four to fourty-eight hours.
and that union continues to multiply itself, and develop
6. In cases of retardation or physical anomalies, thouas a living cluster of cells. What is valid about the as- sands of parents will vouch that many of these children
sumption that this union. dies and comes to life only after ha.ve led happy, fruitful lives. These children have also
a heartbeat is detected months later?
made their parents ~ar better people for having to
3. After the sixth month, "abortion" becomes pre- learn to love in a very demanding, yet special way. Our

Student Volunteers dying;
Progra·m decline noted
'·

(Continued from paRe 1)

Poor student response has been
at least counterbalanced by poor
publicity and poor overall lead~
ership on the part of SVS officers.
Virtually no effort to recruit volunteers has been made since the beginning of the year. A Red Cross
.workshop on recruiting methods
was attended by only one student
from Xavier. Moreover, any student who wishes to become in'volved in the program has little
idea of where to sign up, since the

SVS office ne~r the University
Center information desk was long
ago abandoned.
Although Dr. AI Anderson, faculty moderator of the SVS, recently
stated that all SVS programs were
"in process of getting re-strengthened," no move in this direction
has yet been made. A. promised
pamphlet describing SVS activities
has yet to appear. Furthermore, the
present SVS head is te 11ching full
time and taking a twelve hour
course load and is incapable of assuming full leadership of the orga-

Stu~ents

world has known a great many of these abnormal
people who have made great contributions. To name a
few: Charles Steinmetz, born a hunchback and a lifelong cripple contributed his genius to the fields ·of engi·
neering and mathematics; Christy Brown, born with nei·
ther arms nor legs became one of the greatest authors
Ireland has ever known; Toulouse-Lautrec, crippled with
abnormally short legs, became one of the most gifted
artists of France. From ugly bodies came beauty to be
enjoyed by millions. Who can justly say, then, that all
the abnormal children of the world will lead unhappy,
bitter, parasitic lives?
7. Granted, we have a serious problem of over-population, but have we lost all faith in God's providence?
We have survived through great misfortune and world
disorder before - slavery, two world wars, the Depression, and much more. We are now doubling despair
with a far greater evil. Our recently won "peace with
honor" stopped some of the premeditated murder in the
world, but the legalization of abortion makes this peace
almost a farce.
We justify our wars to some extent: we try to find psychological reasons behind racial injustice, sociological
reasons for ~nrest between nations; we are even trying
to remedy the deplorable "third-world" conditions. But
we have not defended the right to life yet! Instead, we
have legalized the .mass slaughter of the unborn.
Where will we stop? In my opinion, the new ruling on
abortion makes the Supreme Court guilty of monstrous
blasphemy!

MOTORIST INSURANCE COMPANIES
Auto/Motorcycle Insurance

nization9 T!tus far, no one has
emerged to replace him or at least
to share the responsibilities.
Assuming leadership in the SVS
can be renewed, the only other criteri~ for revitalization of .the organization is student participation.
Kidday, along with the good response.to the program at Burton
School, has demonstrated that the
idea of doing volunteer work is far
from dea~ amo~g XU students.
However, 1f SVS 1s to survive, the
idea must be translated into action
before the second semester passes.

Special rates for young drivers. Good Student/Drivers
Training discounts. Monthly terms.
Phone for rates.

MEISSNER /WESTRICH
3236 Harrison Ave.
661-4426

explain intern program

(Continued from page 1) :.

The a~ea is beset J:»y ex~reme pov- tremely rewarding." Michael added learning experience which such exerty which adds.to the phght of the that much more work had to be change programs provide and said
Black commumty of Clarksdale. done on the development of Black they hoped. to visit Clarksdale on
. More tha~ 50~ of the Coahoma Consciousness in the area. Both an informal basis some time in the
County populat10n earns less than were pleased with the teaching- future.
$1,000 per year; 40% of the housing
..
is substandard with many dwelling
····;··::·.•.•.·.··
in wood shantys set upon rocks or
:'':\juggle the books.
concrete blocks. Much of the
plumbing and heating is in=:
Set fire to the factor~
adequate. Although 40% of the pop·
.
:
Supply women for the clients.
ulation is on welfare, not all those
·
.
,
Harry
Stoner will do anything to
·who qualify to receive welfare are
· •· get~ more season..
getting financial aid.
···.:·
In response to questions on the
general atmosphere of the South,
Henderson said: "I was interested
·in going. You always hear so much
········· .·........ · .
abou~ Mississippi, I was somewhat
apprehensive ... but it was the
kind of apprehension which makes
you eager to go.
"There is some resentment on the
part of southeners over 'Northern
comments' on the racial situation.
Actually the racial problems in the
South are representitive of anationwide problem. You really can't
talk about a North ...... South distinction in racial problems; it's
more like 'up South and.down
South'."
Both Leon and· Michael pointed
to the s~hool as the most important .
PARAMOUNT PICIURES CORPORATION
allpect of the internship. "The
and Au.tWAVS.INC. present
school makes the most important
LEMMQI\J
contribution in the area and with·
in A MARTIN RANSOHOFF Ptoducllon
out the continued support of interns, it cannot survive," Baskett
said.
co· starring JACK GILFORD and lntrodudng LAURIE HEINEMAN Wnnen by STE\.£ SHAGAN
There was much more to be dis&«utiw Ptoducer EDWARDS. FEUJMIIN Produced by STE\.£ SHAGAN Directed by JOHN G. AVILDSEN
.,._,.,. " Polu~\Cflft'l.lh,·P•ti\JMNHMIIISt:tt lnt:OLOH
AIWlJVot(lllll'-oil'tCl\IHI ~
cussed a·nd both Leon and Michael
IRI
felt that "Many, many, important
facts had been to be left out." Leon
. Flret Run
~KENWOOD
went on to say that despite mo/'lb(J MlHd{;lJM!IlT 110
J!lJ IJIUO
ments of frustration. and despair,
, F,REE PARKING
the .program as a whole·was e~~

.; •. ,. . .,. . . .·.>
. ., ·.•·. ;/·.•. •.·:i•·
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"SAVE 1liE TIGER"
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·LOVE A'LA NOW
Selecl your ring •s urefully •s your love. Be•uliful is
lhe word for our selection of individu•l styles in ov•l
•nd round di•monds mounled on 14kl or 18 kl while or
yellow gold sellinp. .
.

"57 YEARS EXPERIENCE"

I30T{i5 LiTWiN
JEWELRY
107 GARFIELD · 8th & RACE
PHONE
621-1123
.~\ft..?-.
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.Answers to ''Test Your Knowledge'' drug quiz
proven to be more of a menace the "mescaline" on the streets is
than it's worth. And it's ad- nothing but LSD or LSJJ.PCP mis·
dicting. What more can be represented garbage. And that a lot
more people have been getting
said?
. strung out on hard dope. And that
HOW TO SCORE
every so often, a bad batch of "red"

This isn't the usual test that can
be graded· in A's or B's. The drug
situation today is a many-faceted
thing, and often a single error in
judgment can have unpredictable
consequences.
Clinically, there. have been few
problems involving drugs that
have not been observed and
charted.
·On the street, however, only a
ver small percentage of drugs have
any sort of clinical origin. We've
noticed, for example, that most of

hits the streets, and a lot of people
OD or get poisoned.
So if you missed any of the basic
questions on the test, wouldn't it be
best to find out the answers? It
could save you a lot of ha'ssle and it wouldn't hurt to know the
answers before you're faced with
the real questions.
For more informaiion, write to:
Director of Publications
DO IT NOW FOUNDATION
P.O. Box 5115
Phoenix, Arizona 85010

SEVENTH ANNUAL
WASHINGTON'~S

BIRTHDAY SALE
XAVIER UNIVERSITY
BOOK STORE
.

.

YOU'LL SAVE BY GEORGE
ON THE FOLLOWING ITEMS·
SWEAT SHI~TS
XAVIER JACKETS
WINDBREAKERS
STUFFED ANIMALS

Sugflr

'n Spice

.

)o

SALE DAYS

Reading Road at Victory Parkway

FEBRUARY 20th

OPEN EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK
.FOR YOUR DINING PLEASURE

THROUGH

FEBRUARY
26th
.
'

DELICIOUS SANDWICHES OR
coMPLE.TE iJINNEils·· ·~.
DROP· IN AFTER ·THE GAMES
OR AFTER THAT LATE
·wEEK-END DATE.
WE SERVE CINCINNATI'S FINEST PANCAKES AND WAFFLES.
WHY NOT ENJOY A RELAXING BUNDA Y MORNING BREAKFAST
WITH US. JUST 5 MINUTES FROM ALL XAVIER DORMITORIES.
·b=~-~-~-=-·=--==·~=-·=-==--=-~=----~-----------------~--------·----=------~==·

,_
•'

. :1. :.

.::~~ . . '

I

BE SURE TO

VIS~T THE

BOOK STORE
AND TAKE-ADVANTAGE
'
OF THIS.SALE
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.S-chmidt Not So ''Cozy''
by Rick Sadowski
News Sports Reporter
; The Xavier b~sk~tball team is
'finding out this long and dreary
season that good old Schmidt Memorial Fieldhouse is not as "cozy"
as it used to be. ·
. a dded t wo· more d eTh e Musk1es
feats to the home won-lost record
last week, dropping both contests
to two Eastern clubs - St. Bonaventure and St. Joseph's.
Th B
·
g.
b
e · :n:!es .wodl6 63p1.arge1;
ecah~sef' · Juntlor£' enn ncef tphu
on 1s mes per~ormance o
e
year. He poured in 35 points and
grabbed 13 rebounds in pacing his
club to its 11th victory in 21 starts.
Carl Jackson, the 6-5 senior captain of the squad helped out matters with 13 tallie~ and a dozen caroms.
. .
.
Th e wm was even swee t er ;~or
Head Coach Larry Weise as it was
the 200th victory in a coaching career which now spans 12 years, all
with the Bonnies. That was last
Wednesday night.
On Saturday afternoon, for all
the noise that the Muskie fans arid
the XU Band made, the St. Joseph
Hawks might as well have been
plajring in Philadelphia's Palestra.
That's how much of a "home courtadvantage" Xayier had; it was that
quiet. The only noise present was
furnished by the visitors; about a
dozen St. Joe's students accompanied the team to Cincinnati and
they brought a huge bass drum
along with them; which they
pounded throu~hout the contest.

all one of them," the gentleman re- and a pair of charity tosses. Banplied.
tom played what for him was just
The few fans that bothered to lanothe~ average ball game,_netting
show up to wa~h Olympian Mike 21 polnts and grab bmg 13
Ban tom and Com~any do battle rebounds.
·
with t'l\e Muskies missed an ex- Warren pretty well matched the
citing game. St. Joe's broke open a Olympian's performance with 19
tallies
and 13 caroms but his shoot·
close contest to win, 78-65. ·
.
The first half was a see-saw mg was off throughout the contest
battle that saw neither team able and nobo~y was able to offset
to pull out to a comfortable lead. McFarland shot hand.
The red-hot Hawks quickly jumped Bob Fullarton netted 15 markers
to an early 10-4 margin, mostly on while Penhorwood finished with
the sharpshooting of 6-5 forward 11. Steady Pete Accetta played agPat McFarland and Bantam's' gressively all afternoon.
b0 ardw 0 rk
St. Joe's shot 600U from the field
•
But the Muskies- were playing· while Xavier turnovers and a poor
well too. Steve Penhorwood got hot field goal-percentage, 41%, were the
for a str~tch ~nd Conny Warren difference.
was playmg hts usual dependable The tournament-bound Hawks
game. Xavier was riddling the vis- are now 18-5 on the season while
itors' man-to-man defense and get- the Muskies suffered loss number
ting most of their shots from wide 17 and extended the losing streak
n sitions
.
_
ope po
·
to seven.
St. _Joe's, as ~ell as they were M US K I E M E M 0 S (Com.
shooting, couldn t take command mentary): One has to wonder
of the game and only led by four at about all those Xavier students
the half, 38-34.
who, every time a Muskie game is
The second half, unfortunately televised in the area, sit at home or
for the Musketeers, was quite a dif- in their dormitory rooms and
ferent story.
watch the game on the boob tube.
Hawk Coach Jack McKinney de- Do they want big-time athletics or
cided to change his defensive not? ... How come the dorm stustrategy by telling his charges to dents can't walk 2000 feet to the
play the dreaded zone that has, fieldhouse to see their school team
with the exception of the Old Domi- in action but a large contingent of
nion game when Xavier scored 50 Dayton students, whose team is gopoints in one half, killed XU· all ing nowhere this year, can travel
year. The visitors outscored the 700 miles to. New York, as they did
Muskies 18-6 during the first ten on Saturday when the Flyers
minutes of the half and the game played St. John's? Lack of student
was over.
interest has certainly contributed
to the 2-7 home record ... Should
One XU fan was overheard ask- McFarland continued his shoot- the Muskies upset UC tonight, the
ing another where all the Xavier ing spree and wound up with 28 lazy "fans" who stay in the dorms
cheerleaders were. "There they are, points on 13-of-19 from the field will be the first ones to the bars, no
doubt.

Teahan Talks

.
(News photo by s. Kunuth)
Steve Penhorwood is on his way down after putting up the
ball in second half action.
,...-------------------------....._
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McCafferty· denies
No home game rumor

Sources close to the News in- spectator, -it represents a good

====~dicated late last week that the drawing card for recruiting pur-

=

1975-76 football schedule, as now poses. Moreover, the four "big"
planned, would include no home road games next year will alone
games. The rumor was flatly de- generate more income than last
nied by Mr. Jim McCafferty, Xa- season's total gate.
vier Athletic Director.
THE SCHEDULING of footMcCAFFERTY stat d that pr ball games has become tedious for
liminary scheduling upetill 1984 r: a number of reasons. Xavier must
fleeted at least four home games open its season early in order to ac·
per season. An ideal 11-game commodate an 11-game schedule.
schedule he felt would include five In addition, XU is forced to take
home g~mes a~d six road games. many outside dates with the Mid·
McCafferty asserted that only in American Conference teams it
the case that students and faculty schedules, due to the priority of in·
were no longer willing to attend ter-conference scheduling. One so·
home games, but the university lution would be to reduce the calistill wanted football, would he con- her of the teams which 'we seek to
sider playing the major bulk of the schedule. However, McCafferty
games on the road. He further, said he felt that such a decision
pointed out that, while playing had implications far beyond schedseven away games next year is not uling and must be weighed carethe most desirable schedule for the fully.

_
Bob Fullarton will be thinking: and wooly affair, with 10 players Gardens tonight, while the Muswhat he did two years ago tonight gathering three or more fouls at kies slate reads 17-3, not including
as Xavier classes with the Univer- game's end, but UC won out, 76- 71. a g~me in O~for~ Mon~ay night
sity of Cincinnati at the Gardens Seven minutes into the contest, agamst the_ Mtamt Redskins.
tonight at8 p.m.
Dickey and Warren went after each UC touts players like Lloyd
With five seconds left in the 1971 other, 20 feet from the UC basket, Batts, Derek Dickey, Jesse Jemiedition of the series, with. Xavier but Dickey decided he had met his son, Lionel Harris, and Dave Johndown by one, 65-64, Bi'g Bob gath- match and danced away. There son, plus floor leader Dan Murphy,
ered in a rebound off a Jerry Hel- was a lot of pushing between UC's who directs the Bearcats offense.
mers shot, but was fouled by the ~reg Ju~cisin and Fullarton, both Enough can't be said about
Bearcats' Jerry Schmeider, and d1scovenng that they could shove Dickey and Batts. The two have
s.unk the ensuing freethrows, each ?ther a good five feet witho~t been the sparkplugs of the UC cage
which touched off a wild celebra- drawmg a foul, and there wasn t team this season, both averaging
tion by delerious Muskies fans.
any love lost between Alt and Mur- over 15 points a game. Batts scored
In the victory which sent Xavier phy.
·
27 points against George Washingstudents to D.ana's, Fountain At intermission, Xavier led in ev- ton University last Saturday;night,
Square, and of all places, Edge- ery column, except the point row, despite a knee injury. Dickey has a
cliffe, Xavier had built up a 36'28 shooting 64% from the floor, 58% foul problem sitting out most of the
lead, the biggest of the half, com- from the line, and out-rebounded GW game and collecting four last
ing on a Paul Matsen field goal. the 'Cats 16-14, but losing, 41-39. year in the UC-XU clash.
Before halftime, UC had whittled In second half action, the Mus· On the other side of the iedger
the eight point lead to two, 39-37, kies wouldn't drive towards the are Conny Warren.and Bob Full·
Schmeider canning six points in basket, shooting outside at a sickly arton, both averaging about 12
two minutes.
42% clip.
points a game/Warren and Dickey
In the second half, Xavier· again Warren and Helmers combined are sure to provide a little exbuilt up another eight-point lead af- for 37 points more than half the citement, as both will be trying
ter six minutes, but the Bearcats team's total.'and pulled down 17 their bes~ in the last game they'll
stormed back to tie the game, 50-50. rebounds between them. For the play agamst each other.
With 6:50 left on the clock, UC's second year in a row, Dickey was Then there's Pete Accetta, who
Don Hess hit two free throws to kept well in check by Warren, scor- has been playing good. of late, and
give the Bearcats a one· point 57·56 ing only 14 points.
guard Jim Rippe, directing the
advantage.
This year's contest marks the Muskie attack. Steve Penhorw?Od
The lead ·changed hands several 3.9th m(!eting of the two clubs, rounds ?ut the probable starhng
times before the 'Cats took control which started in the1927-28 sea- crew, wtth backup help from Jay
on a Steve Wendefer layup, making son. The Musketeers won that first Eck, Jerry Foley, Tilt Willis, and
the score 63-61.
encounter, 29-25 in the dedication Scotty Franklin. .
It was Xavier's tuni to sparkle, game of the Schmidt Memorial You can bet the 'Cats will come
though, as Conny Warren added a Fieldhouse.
out in some type of zone defense,
free throw, Doug Alt hit on a jump The series became an annual af. which turned close first half with
shot, and UC answered with an.· fair sta.-ting ~ 1945-46 campaign St. Joe~s las~ Saturd~y into a rout
·
other Wenderfer layup. With nine and the two schools played twice in in the second stanza.
seconds left, Jerry Helmers was each season, starting in '48-'49
·
fouled, but failed to connect, and through '56-'57. Xavier imd Cincin- Throw out the record book for
Fullarton grabbed the rebound, nati phi.yed two games in '57-'58, this one, though. The XU-Uc series,
and he, too, was fouled, but tickled but one of the games came about both in basketball and football,
the twines 'twice to take the victory. when each team reached the finals has always been an exciting one,
Alt, who couldn't miss, ended the of the Cincinnati Invitational even with the current reeords of the
game with 19 points, 10 of them in Tourn11ment.
two teams.
the first half. Warren had a 16 The last time Xavier won before
point and 7 rebound eve~ing, and the 1971 game was in 1968, when As many a Muskie has acheld UC'S Derek Dickey to 13 XU, led by Bob Quick, eeked out a claimed, at one time or another, I,
points ~nd only six rebounds.
last second 72-71 victory.
JOin with them in saying BEAT
.. Last year's .. meetiog_ was .a _wild __ .Cincy brings a 15-8 rccorcLtu the. UC!
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Concert by the

•
•
•
CIDCIDDali
•
COIDIDUDity

•

orchestra
Xavier Theatre
Sunday, February 25, 1973
3:00.P.M.
Soloist: Roman Rudnytsky, Pianist
· .Conductor: Conny Kiradjieff

PROGRAM
1. Overture to "Der Freischutz" ............... Weber
2. Symphony No. 3 in ·F Major .............. Brahms·
3. Concerto No.3 in D Minor .......... Rachmaninov

This concert is made possible by a grant from the
Music Performance Trust Fund (Kermeth E. Raine,
Trustee) and the Cincinnati Musici.ans Association.
ADMISSION FREE
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. Chavez.
(Continued from pqe 1)

Chavez. related to the audience
his surprise that a number of police
cars arrived not to arrest them or
abuse thciir fauillies, as is done by
the California police, in ·grower
dominated counties, but to lead
them in their marches on A&P,
Safeway, and other stores who
don't sell UFW lettuce.
Chavez spoke of the recent grape
boycott and how it had worked
only because the UFW had the support of the masses. He expressed
belief that the grape boycott had
succeeded because millions had not
bought grapes and that the lettuce
boycott will work for the same rea·
son.
Chavez spoke at some length on·
the nature of non-violence which
he and the UFW have chosen to
employ. He then cited Gandhi and
explained the faith he has in the
method perpetuated by this man.
: Chavez admitted the problems in·
volved in the application of nonviolence. He said: "If you hear a
man preaching violence don't
worry about him. Men who practice
violence don't preach about it, they
do it."
After the formal program, Cha·
vez answered questions from the
floor, one of the most important of .
which concerned allegations that
the lettuce boycott is only a fight
between the UFW and the Teamsters Union. To this Chavez
pointed out that after the grape victory he went and told the lettuce
growers that he wanted to bargain
with them and that he was ready
to prove that lie represented a vast
majority of the workers.
He said that the growers refused
to talk with him, and after a meeting among themselves almoet all
growers signed what Chavez
termed " ...sweetheart contracts"
. with the Teamsters whom they approached and who did not prove
and never claimed to relresent
farm workers whom they signed
contracts for.
·
Chavez also said that the Cali·
fornia Supreme Court in a 6-1 deci·
sion declared that the Teamsters
did not represent a majority of the
workers, actually constituted a
··company-union (illegal by national
labor law), and that the charge of a
union jurisdiction fight was nonexistent. Chavez also said that the
court in this siune decision also upheld the UFW right to strike and
boycott lettuce. The court stated:
"From a practical point of view an
employer's (the lettuce growers)
grant of exclusive bargaining
. status to a non-representative
union (teamsters) must be considered the ultimate form of favor·
5itism."
The rally ended with the film .
"Viva la Causa."·
Chavez led a "March of Solid·
arity" against A&P Saturday, Feb.
17 at 9:00a.m., which left from
Fountain Square and was attended
by the mayor, labor leaders, reli·
gious leaders.
The Xavier Student Senate will
hear Rev. John Banks explain the
UFW position when it considers en·
dorsing the boycott and asking for
UFW lettuce in the Xavier cafe·
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WE TIP OUR FARES TO

·THE lOU111 OFAMERICA
A special youth rate is one
of the Low Fare Deals
on Piedmont Airlines.
For S3 you'll get an I.D.
card good ·'till age 22.
Good for a reserved seat.
Good for savings of about
20%. Good anytime, anywhere on Piedmontserving over 75 cities between Chicago, New York,
Norfolk, Atlanta,
Memphis. Call us, or
your travel agent.

FLY PIEDMONT

SOPHOMORES
Spend next summer in
Newport, Rhode Island
Next year select a summer job with a·
future. Become a Reserve Officer Candidate
,now, and spend eight weeks at Navy Officers Candidate School next summer, and
earn $769 while you increase your education. Upon completion of your senior year,
return to OCS for eleven more weeks, if
you are still interested, and you will walk
·. out a commissioned Naval officer.
For full details caU Lt.(jg) .. Joe Davolio
in Cincinnati (collect) ·at 684-2807 and ask
·about. ROC. The New Navy is more than
ships at sea; it's people like ynu· - getting
ahead I

teria.

.TYPING:
TERM PAPERS
Professional Resumes
For details 271-1984
Fast Service

DENNING'S TAX &
ACCOUNTING
SERVICE
$4 TO $5 PER RETURN
(including State)
Contact
DAVID A. DENNING
1460 DANA AVE.
CINCINNATI,. OHIO 45207
or CALL 631-7949
for an appointment
~-
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